



























This article intends to analyze violence in the mass media in philosophical ways in order to 
gain new aspects for media ethics. Entering the theme of “violence in the media”, we often 
find some kind of separation between violence in fictional materials (like movies or TV-dra-
mas) on the one hand and the “real” materials (like TV-news or videos on the Internet) on the 
other hand. But is there really a difference between violence in fictional and real media? The 
fact can't be denied, that watching scenes of violence, the spectator becomes a subject related 
somehow to the object, who is suffering. This aspect is the main matter of director Michael 
Haneke's “Funny Games” (1997), in which he shows how one can “consume” violence in a 
movie “just for fun” without reflecting or even realizing it. To watch violent scenes means that 
we somehow also participate in the violence as some kind of accomplice. But if this relation-
ship is assumed, there arises an ethical possibility, that the spectator develops “compassion” 
with the suffering object at the same time. And by this means, there is the possibility, that we 
also gain new kinds of relationships with other people, which can be seen as a contribution to 
the substantiation of a new media ethics.
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見ているという点では同じである
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